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Executive Summary 
 
The Knowledge Web Semantic Portal [Annex I] is a software infrastructure underpinning the 
integration of the activities of the Knowledge Web partners. It serves as portal for information 
access and a dissemination point for ontology researchers, engineers, application and content 
developers in both academic and industrial institutions. It will provide a common medium of 
presentation where the partners' development work is deployed, publicized and promoted, along 
with work on technology promotion, research and e-learning. Among other things, the portal 
will be used with the advanced learning platform to deliver semantically indexed learning units. 
 
In this deliverable we present the specification of the systems to be created in the Knowledge 
Web Semantic Portal web site. 
  
First we review the software methodology (Rational Unified Process) that we will follow to 
develop it.  
 
Then we will present the results of the business modelling and requirement analysis phases of 
development of the Knowledge Web Semantic Portal.  
 
The portal is running under the following URL since March 1st, 2004: 
 

http://knowledgeweb.semanticweb.org
 

This deliverable only contains the software specification and system design. The ontologies 
used by the portal are presented in detail in the deliverable D.1.6.2 “Portal Ontology”, already 
delivered by 30/6/2004. 
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1 Introduction 
 

As stated in the executive summary, this deliverable presents the semantic portal requirements 
and system design for the Knowledge Web WoE. The KW Semantic Portal is built reusing and 
improving the technology produced in the Esperonto (IST-2001-37343) project. 
 
For this deliverable we study differents platforms of standard portals and semantic portals: 

• OntoWebber [Y. Jin et al., 2003] 
• OntoWeaver-S [Y. Lei et al., 2004] 
• OntoOrganizer [R. Keller et al., 2004] 
• SEAL [J. Hartmann, Y. Sure, 2004] 
• OIP-Fs [E. Valle, M. Brioschi, 2004] 
• IntelliDimension1 
• My [F. Bellas et al., 2004] 
• Bea WebLogic Portal2 

 
ODESeW [Corcho et al., 2003] is an ontology-based application built inside the WebODE 
ontology engineering workbench, that allows managing knowledge-intensive ontology-based 
Intranets and Extranets. The first version of ODESeW was developed in the framework of the 
Esperonto3 project (IST-2001-34373) for building the Esperonto Semantic Portal. 
 
Given that the KW Semantic Portal is the latest instantiation of ODESeW, seen in Figure 1-1, 
the following sections present the ODESeW Business Model and the ODESeW Requirement 
Analysis Model, which actually are the same as the Knowledge Web ones. 
 

 
 

Figure 1-1 KW Portal as the latest instantiation of ODESeW 

 
As we said before, the portal is running under the following URL since March 1st, 2004: 
 
 http://knowledgeweb.semanticweb.org
 

                                                      
1 http://www.intellidimension.com  
2 http://www.bea.com/framework.jsp?CNT=index.htm&FP=/content/products/portal
3 http://www.esperonto.net
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The deliverable is structured as follows: 
 

 Section 2 explains briefly the Rational Unified Process (RUP), which is the software 
engineering methodology followed to develop the KW Semantic Portal.  
 

 Section 3 presents the results of the business model phase. In this section, we provide a 
global overview of the problems addressed by the KW Semantic Portal. This overview 
contains descriptions of the actors, business use cases and high-level business objects.  

 
 Section 4 contains the results of the requirement analysis model, organized according to 

the main subsystems identified in the KW Semantic Portal: Administration, Logging, 
Semantic Editing, Semantic Browsing, Semantic Searching, Semantic Content 
Visualization, Interoperability and Semantic Navigation Model Management.  

 
Besides, we include the requirement analysis model of the external systems represented 
by the web designing and the ontology server. 

 
 Section 5 contains part of the analysis of the KW Semantic Portal, with the Integration 

environment, which includes a description of the target integration platform, and the 
software architecture.    

 
 Section 6 includes the bibliographic references used through the deliverable. 

 
 

2 Software methodology for building the 
KW Semantic Portal: RUP 

 
This section describes the main aspects of the methodology adopted to develop the KW Portal.  
 
2.1 Rational Unified Process  
 
To build the KW Semantic Portal we have chosen the Rational Unified Process (RUP) 
[Kruchten, 99] methodology to aid in their development activities. RUP assumes an iterative 
development approach that includes requirement management, the use of component-based 
architectures, visual software modelling, its verification and the management and control of 
changes to it. It is based on six sets of sequential activities enumerated below and explained 
further in the following sections:  
 

1. Business modelling.  
2. Requirement analysis.  
3. Analysis.  
4. Design.  
5. Implementation and testing.  
6. Deployment and testing.  
 

2.1.1 Business modelling  
In this phase of the methodology, a clear understanding of the environment (in which the  KW 
Semantic Portal is going to be used) is obtained. This phase consists of the following activities: 
  

 High-level domain modelling. The main goal of this activity is to define the most 
important concepts related to the domain of interest.  

 Identification and refinement of business processes. In this activity, the main use 
cases of the system are identified and defined.  

 2
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The results obtained in this phase are the following ones:  
 

 Domain model document for the high-level domain modelling activity.  
 UML use case diagrams. The uses cases needed to model the system functionalities 

from the user’s point of view.  
 Business object model. A UML object diagram that identifies and models the entities 

needed for the actual realisation of the previously identified use cases.  
 

2.1.2 Requirement analysis  
The main goal of this activity is to obtain the system functional specification. This phase is 
composed of the following activities:  
 

 Vision development which includes high-level description of what the system is going 
to do.  

 Use cases refinement which includes a detailed decomposition of the use cases 
described in the business modelling activity, which are going to be taken into account 
by the system to be developed.  

 Requirement Specification which includes a detailed description of what the system 
should provide in each use case.  

 User-Interface modelling and prototyping, which includes a first approach to what 
the users of the system should perceive when using it.  

 
The results obtained in this phase are the following ones:  

 Vision document with the high-level description of the system’s functionality.  
 UML use case diagrams and documents describing them. These UML use case 

diagrams are obtained from the refinement of the use case diagrams from the previous 
phase.  

 Requirements specification, use case association and requirement characterisation. 
These documents include who is responsible for their fulfilment, who defined those 
requirements, etc.  

 Sketches of how the user-interface should look like.  
 UML interfaces and sequence diagrams. The UML interfaces characterise the 

interactions of the user-interface with the rest of the system. The sequence diagrams 
show the dynamic aspects of the interactions of the user-interface with the rest of the 
system.  

 
2.1.3 Analysis  
This activity is intended to obtain a high-level system architecture. The main functional blocks 
and their interactions are identified on this phase. This phase is comprised of the following 
activities:  

 Software Architecture, for describing the main elements that comprise the software 
architecture system.  

 UML class and sequence diagrams, for detailing the sequence diagrams which 
includes the identification of classes and their methods.  

 
The results obtained in this phase are the following ones:  

 Software architecture document. A document explaining the system decomposition into 
subsystems and definition of the main functional blocks.  

 Analysis model which includes UML class diagram for the identified functional blocks.  
 Use case realization, which includes UML sequence diagrams with the elements of the 

analysis model and showing how they interact with each other in the use cases 
identified in the requirement analysis phase.  
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2.1.4 Design  
This activity aims to obtain a detailed system architecture, which is a refinement of the one 
resulting from the analysis phase. This phase is composed of the following activities:  

 Refinement of the software architecture. The software architecture obtained in the 
analysis phases is refined.  

 Refinement of the UML diagrams. The UML diagrams specified are refined by means 
of adding, removing or modifying classes or methods.  

 
The results obtained in this phase are the following ones:  

 Software architecture document, which includes a refinement of the document 
developed during the analysis activity.  

 Design model, which provides UML diagrams showing the whole system architecture 
and the design of its components.  

 
2.1.5 Implementation and testing  
In this activity the system is implemented, integrated and tested. This phase is composed of the 
following activities:  

 Integration planning. It describes how the different components are going to be 
incrementally integrated and tested.  

 Component implementation and testing. Each component identified in the previous 
phases is implemented. Unitary tests are done in order to ensure the correct operation of 
each component.  

 Subsystem integration and testing. All components are integrated making integration 
test in order to guarantee the proper operation of these elements.  

 System integration and testing. All subsystems are integrated making system tests to 
verify the correct operations of whole system.  

 
The results obtained in this phase are the following ones:  

 An integration plan which provides how the different components are going to be 
integrated.  

 A change request report, for indicating the failures identified during all kind of tests.  
 

2.1.6 Deployment and testing  
This activity is devoted to the preparation of the developed system software in order to be 
delivered to its users for testing. This phase is composed of the following activities:  

 Generation of user documentation and installation support.  
 Beta testing. Testing of the beta version of the system in order to verify its correct and 

proper operation.  
 

The results obtained in this phase are the following ones:  
 User’s manual. The user’s manual is necessary for the correct use by future users.  
 Ready-to-install software package which provides the software package with all the 

components necessary to make the installation and distribution of the system.  
 A change request report (indicating the failures identified in beta tests). Requests to 

modify the detected problems.  
 
 
In this document we only present the activities 2.1.1 (Section 3), 2.1.2 (Section 4) and part of 
the 2.1.3 (Section 5). 
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3 Business Model 
 
In this section we will provide a global view of the domain of the KW Semantic Portal. This 
overview will include a general description of the objectives that we want to achieve with its 
development, and a description of its business actors and business use cases. We will also 
provide a business object model, describing the main subsystems that will be created to give 
support to the business use cases. We will not go into too much detail on the interactions among 
subsystems, since this will be covered in the analysis phase.  
 
3.1 Global view of the KW Semantic Portal domain 
 
The Knowledge Web Semantic Portal [Annex I] is a software infrastructure underpinning the 
integration of the activities of the Knowledge Web partners. It serves as portal for information 
access and a dissemination point for ontology researchers, engineers, application and content 
developers in both academic and industrial institutions. It will provide a common medium of 
presentation where the partners' development work is deployed, publicized and promoted, along 
with work on technology promotion, research and e-learning. Among other things, the portal 
will be used with the advanced learning platform to deliver semantically indexed learning units. 
 
The KW Semantic Portal will be: 
 

• Semantic driven. The portal uses the five ontologies already presented in deliverable 
D1.6.2. These ontologies are: Project, Person, Organization, Documentation and Event. 
The ontologies have been developed using METHONTOLOGY [Gómez-Pérez et al., 
2003] and WebODE [Arpirez et al., 2003], and all of them are highly reusable and 
publicly available at the portal web site in RDF(S) and OWL..  

 
• User oriented. We distinguish between KW and External users. KW users, which are 

also content providers, access public and restricted contents inserted by themselves or 
by other members in the portal. Finally, External users, who scarcely include new 
content, mainly access public contents. 

 
• Permission-based. Different users will have different permissions either for inserting 

content on the KW portal or for browsing the collected assets.   
 

• Interoperable with semantic web based systems. The KW Portal will be capable of 
exporting internal content and importing resources from an external semantic 
information source. 

 
• Synchronization with the ontologies. There is an automatic synchronization between 

the contents of the KW portal and the ontologies in which it is based. So, if an ontology 
conceptualization is modified with the WebODE ontology editor, the changes will be 
automatically seen in the KW portal. 

 
 

3.2 Actors 
 
Many types of users have been identified in this phase. We will group them into five main 
categories, depending on which part of the system they will work on. These five groups are: 
Portal Administrator, Ontology Manager, Web Designer, External User and KW User. Figure 
3-1 presents the specification relationships among all these actors.  
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Figure 3-1 ODESeW business actors. 
 

• Portal Administrator. It will be in charge of administrating the Knowledge Web 
portal. This involves several tasks, such us user, instance and permission management.  

 
• External User. It can be either a Guest User or a Software Agent. In both cases, it will 

be an external user that has not logged in, and therefore, has a restricted access to the 
portal contents.  

 
o Guest User. It represents any user in Internet. It will be able to request KW 

project information, navigate through hyper-linked information and search for 
public KW information, but not to introduce, update it nor access KW restricted 
information.   

 
o Software Agent. It represents a software agent that uses the KW portal content. 

 
• KW User. It can be either a KW WP Leader or a KW Organization. In any case, it will 

be a corporate user that has logged in the portal. It will be in charge of entering / editing 
new information, and requesting restricted information to KW members.  

 
o KW WP Leader. This user represents a KW WP Leader. It will be in charge of 

inserting, editing and updating instances from the Documentation, Task and 
Event ontologies. KW WP Leaders should also populate the WP they are 
leading, their main tasks and deliverables produced. 

 
o KW Organization. Each organization participating in KW will have a user of 

this type. These users will have permissions for inserting, editing and updating 
instances from the Organization, Person and Event ontologies. 

 6
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• Ontology Manager. It will be in charge of building the ontologies and managing their 

evolution. 
 

• Web Designer. It will responsible for designing the web pages for accessing the portal 
contents. 

 
 
3.3 Business Use Cases 
 
The KW semantic portal is built on top of ODESeW [Corcho et al., 2003] and WebODE 
platform as ontology server. Figure 3-2 shows the ten business use cases involved in the KW 
semantic portal: ontology development and management, administration, logging, semantic 
editing, semantic browsing, semantic searching, semantic content visualization, interoperability, 
semantic navigation model management and web designing. 
 

 
Figure 3-2 KW semantic portal business use case diagram. 

 
Although it will be deeply explained below, here is a quick review of the business use cases 
depicted in the diagram. 
 
On the top of the figure we can see the Logging use case. It provides the function of logging in 
the KW semantic portal, just for the KW Users and the Portal Administrators. 
 
Under the Logging use case, we can see the Semantic Browsing use case. It consists of 
showing the list of ontology concepts and their related instances, presenting the details of 
ontology instances and their relations with other instances, and allowing the semantic navigation 
through these relations and between the different ontologies published in the portal. This 
business use case uses functions from other use cases:  
 

• Administration, for retrieving/setting/updating the order of attributes, the instance 
definitions, the permissions, and the published ontologies. 

 7
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• Ontology Repository, for importing RDF(S) and OWL ontologies, and for retrieving the  
ontologies conceptualization and instances. 

• Navigation Model Management, for managing the navigation models. 
 
Next to the Semantic Browsing use case, there is the Semantic Searching use case. It 
implements the semantic search engine that allows querying for information in one or in all the 
ontologies of the portal. As we can see in the figure, it can be accessed by an External User or a 
KW User, and is related to the Ontology Repository (to get the conceptualization and the 
instances) and to the Semantic Navigation Model Management (to get the search interfaces). 
 
On the other side, there is the Semantic Navigation Model Management use case, which 
allows the Web Designer to manage the navigation models implemented in the KW semantic 
portal. It is only related with the Ontology Repository to retrieve the conceptualization and the 
instances in order to create those navigation models. 
 
We also have the Administration use case, which refers to the management functions needed to 
maintain the KW semantic portal. They are: User Management, Permission Management, 
Ontology Publish Management, Instance Description and Attribute Ordering. It is only 
connected with the Ontology Repository to retrieve the ontologies needed in each case. 
 
On the other side, we can see the Semantic Editing business use case, which consists of 
providing content to the KW semantic portal by allowing the KW Users to edit concept 
instances and the values of their attributes, and to connect such instances by means of relations, 
even if they belong to different ontologies. This business use case uses functions from the 
Semantic Navigation Model Management (to get the form interfaces) and the Ontology 
Repository (to create, edit and remove instances and relations). 
 
On the bottom-right corner of our system, we have the Semantic Content Visualization use 
case, only accessed by Software Agents. This use case allows the agent to obtain the semantic 
visualization of a concept or instance in a certain semantic web language (OWL or RDF), for 
what it is connected with the Ontology Repository.  
 
On the bottom-left corner, we have the Interoperability use case, which provides functions for 
exporting the portal content and importing resources into the portal (i.e, Ontoweb deliverables, 
FOAF, etc…). It is only connected with the Ontology Repository to update content while 
exporting or to retrieve resources while importing. Both the KW User and the Guest User are 
allowed to export content but only the Portal Administrator has permission for importing 
resources to the portal. 
 
The Web Designer also communicates with the Web Designing use case. It allows him to 
manage the views of the portal. This is an external business use case, and therefore, it is not 
implemented in the ODESeW technology.  
  
Finally, we have the Ontology Server system. This external system will provide functions to 
maintain and manage the ontologies needed by the KW semantic portal. The Ontology Manager 
will access the Ontology Development use case in order to manage the Ontology Repository. 
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3.4 Business Object Model 
 
A Business Object Model is an object model that describes the realization of the project 
business use cases. It includes business use-case realizations, which show how the business use 
cases are "performed" in terms of interacting business workers and business entities. 
 
Part of the business objects used by ODESeW proceeds from the Ontology Repository. 
 
Here we will first describe the Ontology Repository business objects (concepts, attributes, 
instance attributes, instance value sets, instances, relatins and formulas) and then, those from the 
ODESeW portal (users profiles, permissions, navigation models, views and links). 
 

 
Figure 3-3 KW Semantic Portal Business Object Model 

 
3.4.1 Ontology Repository Business Object Model 
The Ontology Repository extern system is represented by the WebODE ontology development 
platform, so its business object model will be WebODE’s.   
 
WebODE’s knowledge model [Arpirez et al., 2001] is extracted from the set of intermediate 
representations of METHONTOLOGY. AS we can see in Figure 3-3, it allows the 
representation of concepts and their attributes (both class and instance attributes), taxonomies of 
concepts, disjoint and exhaustive class partitions, ad-hoc binary relations between concepts, 
properties of relations, constants, axioms and instances. It also allows the inclusion of 
bibliographic references for any of them and the importation of terms from other ontologies.  
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Here is the description of all the objects depicted in this diagram: 
 

• Concept. In short, a concept (also known as a class) can be anything about which 
something is said, and, therefore, can also be the description of a task, function, action, 
strategy, reasoning process, etc.  

 
Concepts are identified by their name. A natural language (NL) description can be also 
included. The same applies to formulas, which will be described later in this section.  
 

• Relation. ODESeW allows just binary ad-hoc relations to be created between concepts. The 
creation of relations of higher arity must be made by reification (creating a concept for the 
relation itself and n binary relations between the concepts that appear in the relation and the 
concept that is used for representing the relation).  
 
Ad-hoc relations are characterized by their name and its cardinality, which establishes the 
number of facts (instances of the relation) that can hold between the origin and the 
destination term. Their cardinality can be restricted to 1 (only one fact) or N (any number of 
facts). Additionally, there is some optional information that can be provided for an ad-hoc 
relation, such as its description. 

 
• Instance attributes are attributes whose value may be different for each instance of the 

concept. They have the same properties than class attributes and two additional properties, 
minimum value and maximum value, which are used in attributes with numeric value 
types. 

 
• Attribute. This object represents a concept attribute whose value must be the same for all 

instances of the concept. They are not components themselves in ODESeW’s knowledge 
model, as they are always attached to a concept (and to its subclasses, because of the 
inheritance mechanism).  

 
The information stored for an attribute is the following: its name (which must be different 
from the rest of attribute names of the same concept) and its minimum and maximum 
cardinality, which constrains the number of values that the class attribute may have.  
 

• Instance. This object represent an element of a given concept. They have their own name 
and an optional description. 

 
 Instance Value Set. This object represents a set of instance values.  

 
Additionally, WebODE improves the reusability of ontologies defining sets of instances, which 
allow the instantiation of the same conceptual model for different scenarios it may be used for.  
 
 
3.4.2 ODESeW Business Object Model 
In this section we will see the business objects that compose the ODESeW Business Object 
Model. Figure 3-3 depicts the diagram that describes them, including those objects provided by 
WebODE: 
 
Here is the description of all the objects depicted in this diagram: 
 
 Permission. Represents a permission of a certain user. There are four types of permissions. 

Therefore, this object has four different attributes: read, write, administration and execution. 
All of them are Booleans, so a true value will mean that the user has the permission and a 
false value will mean that the user does not have it. 
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 User Profile. Represents a user of the KW semantic portal. Each user has a name and a 
password to log in the portal, so this object will have these two attributes. This object is 
related to Permission  because every user has 0 to 4 permissions. 

 
• Formula. There are three types of formulas that can be created in ODESeW: axioms, rules 

and procedures. All of them are represented by their name, an optional NL description, a 
formal expression in first order logic, using a syntax provided by ODESeW, and finally, a 
prolog expression.. 

 
• View. This object represents a view of the portal, and it is contained in a navigation model. 

A view has two attributes: the URL associated with the view and the precondition needed 
to display it.  

 
• Navigation Model. This object represents a navigation model of the ODESeW  portal. Each 

navigation model is identified by a name, and this will be its only attribute. It is related with 
the View object because a navigation model is composed of a set of views.    

 
• Link. This object represents the action that should execute in order to pass from a view to 

another. It has only one attribute, a string that identifies this action. 
 
 

4 Requirement Analysis Model 
 
In this section we will provide the detailed requirement specification of the ODESeW 
technology, according to the main groups of functions identified before. As we will see, each 
one of the business use cases identified in section 3.3 will be decomposed in several use cases. 
 
Instead of providing separated sections for the system’s functionality vision, we will integrate in 
this section the UML use case diagrams, the requirement specification, and the UML interfaces 
and sequence diagrams. For each main function (that is, for each subsystem) we will show a 
general use case diagram and its description. Each use case appearing in that general use case 
diagram will be described with more detail, decomposed in more use cases if proceeds, 
including its flow of events, its architectural implications and its contracts.  
 
These are the sections that will describe the ODESeW business use cases: Ontology Repository 
(section 4.1), Administration (section 4.2), Logging (section 4.3), Semantic Editing (section 
4.4), Semantic Browsing (section 4.5), Semantic Searching (section 4.6), Semantic Content 
Visualization (section 4.7), Interoperability (section 4.8), Semantic Navigation Model 
Management (section 4.9) and Web Designing (section 4.10). Although the Ontology 
Repository and Web Designing use cases do not belong to the KW semantic portal, we present 
here their structure in order to understand the rational for using some of their functionalities. 
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Here we present the structure followed in this section to describe all these use cases: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
• 

For each
 

 D
 F
 A
 U

d
 

 

Ontology Repository 
Administration 

o User Management 
 Insert User 
 Remove User  
 Modify User 

o Permission Management 
 Reading Permission Management 

• Modify Instance Reading Permission 
• Modify Concept Reading Permission 

 Modify Instance Writing Permission 
o Ontology Publish Management 

 Add Ontology Publication 
 Remove Ontology Publication 

o Atribute Ordering 
 Set Order Of Attributes 

o Instance Description 
 Set Instance Description 

Logging 
Semantic Editing 

o Instance Creation 
o Instance Editing 
o Instance Removal 

Semantic Browsing 
o Semantic Navigation 
o Semantic Visualization 

Semantic Searching 
o Search In Term Names 
o Search In Instance Values 

Semantic Content Visualization 
o Content Generation in Semantic Web Languages 

 OWL Translation 
• OWL Ontology Translation 
• OWL Instance Translation 

 RDF(S) Translation 
• RDFS Ontology Translation 
• RDF Instance Translation 

Interoperability 
o Import Resource 
o Export Content 

Semantic Navigation Model Management 
Web Designing 
 one of the use cases contained in a business use case, we will structure as follows: 

escription of the use case, its functionalities and the actors involved in it. 
low of events of the use case and Sequence Diagram. 
rchitectural Implications of the use case. 
se case contracts. There will be one contract for each operation of the sequence 
iagram. 
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4.1 Ontology Repository 
 
Description 
The Ontology Repository represents the external system that will maintain all the ontologies 
managed by ODESeW and all its instantiations. Figure 4-1 shows the decomposition of the 
Ontology Repository business use case.  
 

 
 

Figure 4-1 Use case diagram of the Ontology Repository use case. 

 
We can see that the Ontology Repository provides four different functions. First, there is the 
Import Ontology use case, which breaks down in two: Import RDF(S) and Import OWL. In a 
similar way, we have the Export Ontology use case, which breaks down in another two: Export 
RDF(S) and Export OWL. 
 
Then, we have the Retrieve Ontologies use case, which allows our system to get the ontologies 
implemented in the Ontology Repository.  
 
Finally, Ontology Management, which breaks down in two more use cases: Conceptualization 
Management and Instance Management. The first one is divided into: Conceptualization 
Retrieval and Update Conceptualization. The Instance Management, at the same time, breaks 
down into two more use cases: Instance Retrieval and Update Instance. 
 
4.2 Administration 
 
Description 
The Administration use cases refer to the management functions needed to maintain a semantic 
portal built with ODESeW. Figure 4-2 describes all the actors interacting with the 
Administration business use case, as well as the use cases involved in it. The only actor is the 
Portal Administrator. The six functions related to the Administration system are: User 
Management, Permission Management, Ontology Publish Management, Attribute Ordering and 
Instance Description. They are explained in sections 4.2.1 to 4.2.5, respectively. 
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Figure 4-2 Use case diagram of the Administration use case. 

 
4.2.1 User Management 
Description 
With the User Management use case, the Administrator can insert, remove or modify different 
types of users. Figure 4-3 shows its decomposition. As we can see, there are three operations 
related with this use case: Insert User, Remove User and Modify User. 
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Figure 4-3 Use case diagram of the User Management use case. 

 

4.2.1.1 Insert User 
Description 
With this use case, the Portal Administrator can insert a new user in the KW semantic portal 
using ODESeW technology. 
Flow of events 
The flow of events of this use case is shown in Figure 4-4. The Portal Administrator requests to 
insert a new user and the KW portal shows him the corresponding form. Now, what (s)he has to 
do is fill it with the data of the new user. 
 

 
 

Figure 4-4 Sequence diagram of the Insert User use case. 
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Architectural Implications: None 
 
Contracts 
 
Name: requestInsertingNewUser() 
Responsibilities: Initiates the use case Insert User. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Insert User. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The use case Insert User has been initiated. 
 
Name: showInsertUserForm() 
Responsibilities: Shows the form in blank to be filled with the information of a new user.   
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Insert User. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The form in blank to be filled with the information of a new user has been 

shown to the user. 
 
Name: insertNewUser(user) 
Responsibilities: Adds a new user of the KW portal with the information given.    
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Insert User. 

Notes:  
Exceptions: If there is already a user with that name, show a message explaining the 

error. 
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: There is a new user in the KW portal with the information contained in 

user. 
 

4.2.1.2 Remove User 
Description 
This use case allows the Portal Administrator to remove a user from the KW semantic portal. 
Flow of events 
The flow of events of this use case is quite simple, as we can see in Figure 4-5. After requesting 
the removal of a user, the KW portal shows the Administrator the list of users, and (s)he can 
now select the one to be removed in the KW portal. 
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Figure 4-5 Sequence diagram of the Remove User use case. 

 
Architectural Implications: None 
 
Contracts 
 
Name: requestUserRemoval() 
Responsibilities: Initiates the use case Remove User. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Remove User. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The use case Remove User has been initiated. 
 
Name: showUserListForm(user[]) 
Responsibilities: Shows the list of all the KW portal users.   
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Modify User. 
Use case Remove User. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The list containing all the users of the KW portal has been shown to the 

user. If the list is empty, a message will be shown explaining that there are 
no users registered in the KW portal. 

 
Name: removeUser(userName) 
Responsibilities: Removes a user from the KW portal. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Remove User. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The user called userName is no longer in the KW portal. 
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4.2.1.3 Modify User 
Description 
With this use case the user is able to modify the information of any user registered in the KW 
semantic portal. 
Flow of events 
The flow of events of this use case is quite simple, as we see in Figure 4-6. After requesting the 
removal of a user, the KW portal shows the Portal Administrator the list of users, and (s)he can 
now select the one to be removed. 
 

 
Figure 4-6 Sequence diagram of the Modify User use case. 

 
Architectural Implications: None 
 
Contracts 
 
Name: requestUserUpdate() 
Responsibilities: Initiates the use case Modify User. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Modify User. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The use case Modify User has been initiated. 
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Name: showUserListForm(user[]) 
Responsibilities: Shows the list of all the KW portal users.   
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Modify User. 
Use case Remove User. 

Notes:  
Exceptions: If the list is empty, show a message explaining that there are no users 

registered in the KW portal. 
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The list containing all the users of the KW portal has been shown to the 

user. 
 
Name: retrieveUserData(userName) 
Responsibilities: Requests to the KW portal the data of a certain user. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Modify User. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The data of the user called userName has been requested to the KW portal. 
 
Name: showUserData(user) 
Responsibilities: Shows the information of a certain user of the KW portal. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Modify User. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The information of a certain user has been shown to the user. 
 
Name: updateUser(oldUserName, user) 
Responsibilities: Updates the information of a user, according to the data given. The first 

argument represents the current name of the user to be modified and the 
second contains its new values, which could contain a new name. 

Crossed 
References: 

Use case Modify User. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The information of the user called oldUserName has been modified in the 

KW portal according to the values contained in user. 
 
4.2.2 Permission Management 
Description 
With the Permission Management use case the Portal Administrator can manage the read and 
write permissions for each user, including the Guest Users. Figure 4-7 shows the decomposition 
of the Permission Management use case.  
 
First of all, we have the Retrieve Permissions use case, which is included in the two other use 
cases. Then, there is the Reading Permission Management, which breaks down in two: Modify 
Instance Reading Permission and Modify Concept Reading Permission. The first one allows the 
Portal Administrator to decide whether a user can visualize an instance or some attributes of the 
instance. The second one allows the user to decide whether a user can visualize a concept (and 
its instances) or some attributes of the concept. 
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Finally, we have the Modify Instance Writing Permission, with which the Portal Administrator 
decides the users allowed to insert, modify and remove instances of a concept. 
 
As we can see in Figure 4-2, the Permission Management use case retrieves the instances and 
concepts by means of two use cases from the Ontology Repository. These are Instance Retrieval 
and Conceptualization Retrieval. 
 

 
 

Figure 4-7 Use case diagram of the Permission Management use case. 

 

4.2.2.1 Reading Permission Management 

4.2.2.1.1 Modify Instance Reading Permission 

Description 
With this use case the Portal Administrator can modify the reading permissions of an instance. 
Flow of events 
The flow of events of this use case is shown in Figure 4-8. When the Portal Administrator 
requests to modify the reading permissions of an instance, the KW portal accesses the Ontology 
Server, gets the list of instances and shows it to the user. Then, the administrator selects  an 
instance from the list, and the KW portal gets its attributes from the Ontology Server and shows 
them to the administrator. (S)he can now update the reading permissions of that instance on his 
own.     
 
It is important to mention here that we have followed a certain nomenclature in all the sequence 
diagrams of the document. If a contract does not have any nested calls to other systems, the 
answer is implicit. This way, for instance, when the portal requests the list of concepts to the 
Ontology Server, the variable concept[] represents the data returned by the Ontology Server to 
the KW Portal.     
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Figure 4-8 Sequence diagram of the Modify Instance Reading Permission use case. 

 
Architectural Implications: None 
 
Contracts 
 
Name: modifyInstanceReadingPermission(ontology) 
Responsibilities: Initiates the use case Modify Instance Visualization Permission. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Modify Instance Reading Permission. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The use case Modify Instance Visualization Permission has been initiated. 
 
Name: concept[] := getConceptList(ontology) 
Responsibilities: Obtains (from the Ontology Server) and returns the list containing the 

names of the concepts of all the ontologies implemented in the Ontology 
Server.  

Crossed 
References: 

Use case Set Order Of Attributes. 
Use case Set Instance Description. 
Use case Modify Concept Reading Permission. 
Use case Modify Instance Reading Permission. 
Use case Modify Instance Writing Permission. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The variable concept[] contains the list of the names of the concepts of all 

the ontologies of the KW portal. 
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Name: showConceptListForm(concept[]) 
Responsibilities: Shows to the user the form containing the list of the concepts appearing in 

a list. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Set Order Of Attributes. 
Use case Set Instance Description. 
Use case Modify Concept Reading Permission. 
Use case Modify Instance Reading Permission. 
Use case Modify Instance Writing Permission. 

Notes:  
Exceptions: If the list is empty, show a message explaining that there are no concepts 

in the ontology. 
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The list of the concepts contained in the variable has been shown to the 

user. 
 
Name: retrieveConceptInstances(concept) 
Responsibilities: Requests to the KW portal the instances of a concept. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Modify Instance Reading Permission. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The instances of concept have been requested to the KW portal. 
 
Name: instance[] := getConceptInstances(concept) 
Responsibilities: Obtains (from the Ontology Server) and returns the list of the instances of 

a concept. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Modify Instance Reading Permission. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The variable returned contains all the instances of the concept concept. 
 
Name: showConceptInstances(instance[]) 
Responsibilities: Shows the list of the instances of a concept. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Modify Instance Reading Permission. 

Notes:  
Exceptions: If the list is empty, show a message explaining that the concept has no 

instances. 
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The list of the instances contained in the variable has been shown to the 

user. 
 
Name: retrieveInstanceAttributes(instance) 
Responsibilities: Requests to the KW portal the attributes of a certain instance.  
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Modify Instance Reading Permission. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The attributes of instance have been requested to the KW semantic portal. 
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Name: instanceAtt[] := getInstanceAttributes(concept) 
Responsibilities: Obtains (from the Ontology Server) and returns the list of attributes of any 

instance of a certain concept.  
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Modify Instance Reading Permission. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The variable instanceAtt[] contains the list of attributes of the concept 

concept. 
 
Name: showInstanceReadingPermissionForm(instanceAtt[], permission[]) 
Responsibilities: Shows the reading permissions of an instance, as well as the list of its 

attributes, which can be individually restricted by the user.     
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Modify Instance Reading Permission. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The reading permissions of an instance (contained in permission[]) and 

the list of its attributes (contained in instanceAtt[]) have been shown to the 
user. 

 
Name: updateInstanceReadingPermission(instance, permission[]) 
Responsibilities: Updates in the KW portal the reading permissions of a certain instance. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Modify Instance Reading Permission. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The permissions of the instance has been updated according to the variable 

permission[]. 
 

4.2.2.1.2 Modify Concept Reading Permission 

Description 
With this use case the Portal Administrator can modify the reading permissions of a concept. 
Flow of events 
The flow of events of this use case is shown in Figure 4-9. When the Portal Administrator 
requests to modify the reading permissions of a concept, the KW portal accesses the Ontology 
Server, gets the list of concepts and shows it to the user. When the Portal Administrator selects 
a concept from the list, the KW portal shows its reading permissions to the user. Now, (s)he can 
update the reading permissions of that concepts on his own.     
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Figure 4-9 Sequence diagram of the Modify Concept Reading Permission use case. 

 
Architectural Implications: None 
 
Contracts 
 
Name: modifyConceptReadingPermission(ontology) 
Responsibilities: Initiates the use case Modify Concept Reading Permission. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Modify Concept Reading Permission. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The use case Modify Concept Reading Permission has been initiated. 
 
Name: concept[] := getConceptList(ontology) 
Responsibilities: Obtains (from the Ontology Server) and returns the list containing the 

names of the concepts of a certain ontology of the Ontology Server.  
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Set Order Of Attributes. 
Use case Set Instance Description. 
Use case Modify Concept Reading Permission. 
Use case Modify Instance Reading Permission. 
Use case Modify Instance Writing Permission. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The variable concept[] contains the list of the names of the concepts of all 

the ontologies of the KW portal. 
 
Name: showConceptListForm(concept[]) 
Responsibilities: Shows to the user the form containing the list of the concepts appearing in 

a list. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Set Order Of Attributes. 
Use case Set Instance Description. 
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Use case Modify Concept Reading Permission. 
Use case Modify Instance Reading Permission. 
Use case Modify Instance Writing Permission. 

Notes:  
Exceptions: If the list is empty, show a message explaining that there are no concepts 

in the ontology. 
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The list of the concepts contained in the variable has been shown to the 

user. 
 
Name: retrieveReadingPermission(concept) 
Responsibilities: Requests to the KW portal the reading permissions of a concept. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Modify Concept Reading Permission. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The reading permissions of concept have been requested to the KW portal. 
 
Name: showConceptReadingPermission(permission[]) 
Responsibilities: Shows the current reading permissions of a concept.  
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Modify Concept Reading Permission. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The reading permissions of a concept, contained in the variable 

permission[], have been shown to the user. 
 
Name: updateConceptReadingPermission(concept, permission[]) 
Responsibilities: Updates in the KW portal the reading permissions of a concept. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Modify Concept Reading Permission. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The reading permissions of concept have been updated according to the 

variable permission[]. 
 

4.2.2.2 Modify Instance Writing Permission 
Description 
With this use case the Portal Administrator can modify the writing permissions of an instance. 
Flow of events 
We can see the flow of events of this use case in Figure 4-10. First, the Portal Administrator 
requests to modify the writing permissions of the instances of a concept. Then, the KW portal 
gets the list of concepts from the Ontology Server, and shows it to the Portal Administrator, 
from which (s)he can now select one of them and update its writing permissions on his own. 
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Figure 4-10 Sequence diagram of the Modify Instance Writing Permission use case. 

 
Architectural Implications: None 
 
Contracts 
 
Name: modifyInstanceWritingPermission(ontology) 
Responsibilities: Initiates the use case Modify Instance Writing Permission. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Modify Instance Writing Permission. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The use case Modify Instance Writing Permission has been initiated. 
 
Name: concept[] := getConceptList(ontology) 
Responsibilities: Obtains (from the Ontology Server) and returns the list containing the 

names of the concepts of a certain ontology of the Ontology Server.  
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Set Order Of Attributes. 
Use case Set Instance Description. 
Use case Modify Concept Reading Permission. 
Use case Modify Instance Reading Permission. 
Use case Modify Instance Writing Permission. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The variable concept[] contains the list of the names of the concepts of all 

the ontologies of the KW portal. 
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Name: showConceptListForm(concept[]) 
Responsibilities: Shows to the user the form containing the list of the concepts appearing in 

a list. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Set Order Of Attributes. 
Use case Set Instance Description. 
Use case Modify Concept Reading Permission. 
Use case Modify Instance Reading Permission. 
Use case Modify Instance Writing Permission. 

Notes:  
Exceptions: If the list is empty, show a message explaining that there are no concepts 

in the ontology. 
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The list of the concepts contained in the variable has been shown to the 

user. 
 
Name: retrieveWritingPermission(concept) 
Responsibilities: Requests to the KW portal the writing permissions of the instances of a 

concept. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Modify Instance Writing Permission. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The writing permissions of the instances of concept  have been requested 

to the KW portal. 
 
Name: showConceptWritingPermissions(allowedUser[], user[]) 
Responsibilities: Shows the current list of the users with permission to update concepts and 

another list containing the rest of the users.  
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Modify Instance Writing Permission. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The two lists of users (allowedUse[] and user[]) have been shown to the 

user. 
 
Name: updateInstanceWritingPermissions(concept, user[]) 
Responsibilities: Updates in the KW portal the list of the users with editing permission on 

the instances of a certain concept. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Modify Instance Writing Permission. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The list of the users with updating permission on the instances of concept 

has been updated according to the variable user[]. 
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4.2.3 Ontology Publish Management 
Description 
With the Ontology Publish Management, the Portal Administrator decides which ontologies are 
published in the KW semantic portal. The diagram in Figure 4-11 describes the three operations 
related to the Ontology Publish Management: Add Ontology Publication, Remove Ontology 
Publication. They are respectively explained in sections 4.2.3.1 and 4.2.3.2.  
 
As we saw in Figure 4-2, the Ontology Publish Management takes the set of ontologies from 
the Ontology Repository by means of the Retrieve Ontologies use case. 
 

 
Figure 4-11 Use case diagram of the Ontology Publish Management use case. 

 

4.2.3.1 Add Ontology Publication 
Description 
This use case allows the Portal Administrator to publish an ontology in the KW portal. 
Flow of events 
The flow of events of this use case is shown in Figure 4-12. When the Portal Administrator 
requests to publish another ontology, the KW portal must get the list of ontologies from the 
Ontology Server, and show it to the user. Then the Administrator may select which ontology 
wants to be published on the portal.   
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Figure 4-12 Sequence diagram of the Add Ontology Publication use case. 

 
Architectural Implications: None 
 
Contracts 
 
Name: requestAddingOntologyPublication() 
Responsibilities: Initiates the use case Add Ontology Publication. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Add Ontology Publication. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The use case Add Ontology Publication has been initiated. 
 
Name: ontology[] := getOntologyList() 
Responsibilities: Obtains (from the Ontology Server) and returns the list containing the 

names of all the ontologies implemented in the Ontology Server. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Add Ontology Publication. 
Use case Remove Ontology Publication. 
Use case Search In Instance Values. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The variable ontology[]  contains the list of the names of all the ontologies 

of the Ontology Server.  
 
Name: showOntologyPubListForm(publishedOntology[], ontology[]) 
Responsibilities: Shows the form with the names of the ontologies currently published in 

the portal and another list with the names of the rest of the ontologies of 
the Ontology Server. 

Crossed 
References: 

Use case Add Ontology Publication. 
Use case Remove Ontology Publication. 

Notes:  
Exceptions: If there are no ontologies in the list, show a message explaining that there 

are no ontologies in the Ontology Server. 
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: Both lists have been shown to the user. 
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Name: addOntologyPublication(ontology) 
Responsibilities: Adds the publication of an ontology in the KW portal. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Add Ontology Publication. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The ontology ontology has been published in the KW portal. 
 

4.2.3.2 Remove Ontology Publication 
Description 
This use case allows the Portal Administrator to remove the publication of an ontology from the 
KW portal. 
Flow of events 
Figure 4-13 describes the flow of events of this use case. It is quite similar to the Add Ontology 
Publication flow. First, the Portal Administrator request to remove an ontology publication. 
Then, the KW portal obtains the list of ontologies from the Ontology Server and shows it to the 
user. Finally, this one selects the ontology whose publication is to be removed. 
 

 
Figure 4-13 Sequence diagram of the Remove Ontology Publication use case. 

 
Architectural Implications: None 
 
Contracts 
 
Name: requestOntologyPublicationRemoval() 
Responsibilities: Initiates the use case Remove Ontology Publication. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Remove Ontology Publication. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The use case Remove Ontology Publication has been initiated. 
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Name: ontology[] := getOntologyList() 
Responsibilities: Obtains (from the Ontology Server) and returns the list containing the 

names of all the ontologies implemented in the Ontology Server. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Add Ontology Publication. 
Use case Remove Ontology Publication. 
Use case Search In Instance Values. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The variable ontology[]  contains the list of the names of all the ontologies 

of the Ontology Server.  
 
Name: showOntologyPubListForm(publishedOntology[], ontology[]) 
Responsibilities: Shows the form with the names of the ontologies currently published in 

the portal and another list with the names of the rest of the ontologies of 
the Ontology Server. 

Crossed 
References: 

Use case Add Ontology Publication. 
Use case Remove Ontology Publication. 

Notes:  
Exceptions: If there are no ontologies in the list, show a message explaining that there 

are no ontologies in the Ontology Server. 
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: Both lists have been shown to the user. 
 
Name: removePublishedOntology(ontology) 
Responsibilities: Removes the publication of an ontology in the KW portal. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Remove Ontology Publication. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The ontology ontology is no longer published in the KW portal. 
 
4.2.4 Attribute Ordering 
Description 
With this use case, the Portal Administrator can set, for each concept, the order in which the 
attributes of all its instances will be visualized. Once the Administrator has set the order of the 
attributes of a concept, he can impose this order to the subclasses of the concept. 
 
In Figure 4-14 we can see that the Attribute Ordering use case breaks down in two: Set Order 
Of Attributes and Retrieve Order Of Attributes. There is also a use case that extends the first 
one: Impose Order To Children. 
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Figure 4-14 Use case diagram of the Attribute Ordering use case. 

 
As we can see in Figure 4-2, the Attribute Ordering use case retrieves the instances and 
concepts by means of two use cases from the Ontology Repository. These are Instance Retrieval 
and Conceptualization Retrieval. 
 

4.2.4.1 Set Order Of Attributes 
Flow of events 
The flow of events of this use case is represented by Figure 4-15. There we can see that when 
the Portal Administrator decides to set an order to the attributes of any concept, the portal has to 
get the concept taxonomy from the Ontology Server, and show it to the user. Then, this one 
selects the concept, and the KW semantic portal will access again the Ontology Server in order 
to obtain the attributes of the concept. Finally, this information will be shown to the user, and 
(s)he now may update the order of the attributes on his (her) own. 
 
At the bottom of the diagram we can see another operation, called imposeOrderToChildren. It 
represents the use case that extends the Set Order Of Attributes use case, as we saw in Figure 4-
14. The Portal Administrator gives the name of the concept and the ordered list of attributes to 
the KW semantic portal, and this one deals with applying that order to the children of the 
concept. 
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Figure 4-15 Sequence diagram of the Set Order Of Attributes use case. 

 
Architectural Implications: None 
 
Contracts 
 
Name: requestSettingOrderOfAttributes() 
Responsibilities: Initiates the use case Set Order Of Attributes. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Set Order Of Attributes. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The use case Set Order Of Attributes has been initiated. 
 
Name: concept[] := getConceptList(ontology) 
Responsibilities: Obtains (from the Ontology Server) and returns the list containing the 

names of the concepts of a certain ontology of the Ontology Server.  
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Set Order Of Attributes. 
Use case Set Instance Description. 
Use case Modify Concept Reading Permission. 
Use case Modify Instance Reading Permission. 
Use case Modify Instance Writing Permission. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The variable concept[] contains the list of the names of the concepts of all 

the ontologies of the KW portal. 
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Name: showConceptListForm(concept[]) 
Responsibilities: Shows to the user the form containing the list of the concepts appearing in 

a list. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Set Order Of Attributes. 
Use case Set Instance Description. 
Use case Modify Concept Reading Permission. 
Use case Modify Instance Reading Permission. 
Use case Modify Instance Writing Permission. 

Notes:  
Exceptions: If the list is empty, show a message explaining that there are no concepts 

in the ontology. 
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The list of the concepts contained in the variable has been shown to the 

user. 
 
Name: retrieveOrderOfAttributes(concept) 
Responsibilities: Requests to the KW portal the actual ordering of the attributes of a 

concept. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Set Order Of Attributes. 
 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The order of the attributes of concept has been requested to the KW portal. 
 
Name: attribute[] := getConceptAttributes(concept) 
Responsibilities: Obtains (from the Ontology Server) and returns the list of attributes of a 

concept. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Set Order Of Attributes. 
Use case Set Instance Description. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The variable attribute[] contains the list of all the attributes of the concept 

concept. 
 
Name: showAttributeOrderForm(attribute[]) 
Responsibilities: Shows the form with the attributes contained in a list, in a certain order. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Set Order Of Attributes. 

Notes:  
Exceptions: If the list is empty, show a message explaining that there are no attributes 

in the concept. 
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The form with the attributes contained in attribute[] has been shown to the 

user in a certain order. 
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Name: updateAttributeOrder(concept, attribute[]) 
Responsibilities: Updates the order of the attributes of a concept in the KW portal. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Set Order Of Attributes. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The concept concept has been updated in the KW portal with the new 

order of attributes specified by the list attribute[]. 
 
Name: imposeOrderToChildren(concept, attribute[]) 
Responsibilities: Applies an order of attributes to all the children of a concept. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Impose Order To Children. 

Notes:  
Exceptions: If there is not any concept with that name, show a message explaining the 

error. 
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: All the concepts children of concept have been updated with the new order 

of attributes indicated by attribute[].  
 
 
4.2.5 Short Instance Description 
Description 
With this use case, the Portal Administrator can define the set of attributes to be used to 
describe instances of a concept in the instance list visualization, together with the order in which 
these attributes will appear. As in the previous use case, the description and the order can be 
imposed to the subclasses of the concept. 
 
As we can see in Figure 4-16, the Instance Description use case breaks down in two: Set 
Instance Description and Retrieve Instance Description. There is also another use case that 
extends the first one: Impose Description To Children. 
 
We saw in Figure 4-2 that the Short Instance Description use case retrieves the instances and 
concepts by means of two use cases from the Ontology Repository. These are Instance Retrieval 
and Conceptualization Retrieval. 
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Figure 4-16 Use case diagram of the Short Instance Description use case. 

4.2.5.1 Set Instance Description 
Flow of events 
The flow of events of this use case is represented by Figure 4-17. There we can see that when 
the Portal Administrator decides to set a description of an instance, the portal has to get the 
concept taxonomy from the Ontology Server, and show it to the user. Then, this one selects the 
concept, and the KW portal will access again the Ontology Server in order to obtain the 
attributes of the concept. Finally, the portal will show the actual description of the concept to 
the user, and now (s)he will update it on his (her) own. 
 
At the bottom of the diagram we can see another operation, called 
imposeDescriptionToChildren. It represents the use case that extends the Set Instance 
Description use case, as we saw in Figure 4-16. The Portal Administrator gives the name of the 
concept and the list of attributes that will describe it, and the KW portal will internally apply it 
to the children of the concept. 
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Figure 4-17 Sequence diagram of the Set Instance Description use case. 

 
Architectural Implications: None 
 
Contracts 
 
Name: requestInstanceDescriptionSetting() 
Responsibilities: Initiates the use case Set Instance Description. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Set Instance Description. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The use case Set Instance Description has been initiated. 
 
Name: concept[] := getConceptList(ontology) 
Responsibilities: Obtains (from the Ontology Server) and returns the list containing the 

names of the concepts of a certain ontology of the Ontology Server.  
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Set Order Of Attributes. 
Use case Set Instance Description. 
Use case Modify Concept Reading Permission. 
Use case Modify Instance Reading Permission. 
Use case Modify Instance Writing Permission. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The variable concept[] contains the list of the names of the concepts of all 

the ontologies of the KW portal.  
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Name: showConceptListForm(concept[]) 
Responsibilities: Shows to the user the form containing the list of the concepts appearing in 

a list. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Set Order Of Attributes. 
Use case Set Instance Description. 
Use case Modify Concept Reading Permission. 
Use case Modify Instance Reading Permission. 
Use case Modify Instance Writing Permission. 

Notes:  
Exceptions: If the list is empty, show a message explaining that there are no concepts 

in the ontology. 
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The list of the concepts contained in the variable has been shown to the 

user. 
 
Name: retrieveInstanceDescription(concept) 
Responsibilities: Requests to the KW portal the actual description of the instances of a 

concept. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Set Instance Description. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The description of the instances of concept has been requested to the KW 

portal. 
 
Name: attributeList := getConceptAttributes(concept) 
Responsibilities: Obtains (from the Ontology Server) and returns the list of attributes of a 

concept. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Set Order Of Attributes. 
Use case Set Instance Description. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The variable attributeList contains the list of all the attributes of the 

concept concept. 
 
Name: showInstanceDescriptionForm(attributeList, description) 
Responsibilities: Shows the form with the attributes contained in a list (all the attributes of a 

certain concept) and the list of the attributes that represents the current 
description of a concept. 

Crossed 
References: 

Use case Set Instance Description. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The form containing the two lists of attributes (attributeList and 

description) has been shown to the user. 
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Name: updateInstanceDescription(concept, newDescription) 
Responsibilities: Updates the description of a concept in the KW portal. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Set Instance Description. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The concept concept has been updated in the KW portal with the new 

description specified by the variable newDescription. 

 
 
4.3 Logging 
 
Description 
This business use case provides the function of logging the users in the KW semantic portal. A 
user may log in as a KW User (acquiring permissions for entering/editing/modifying 
information and  also requesting contents stored in the portal that are not available for external 
users) or as a Portal Administrator (acquiring permissions for administrating the KW portal). 
 
Flow of events 
We can see the flow of events of this use case in Figure 4-18. First, the user (a Portal 
Administrator or a KW User) requests logging in the portal by providing a name and a 
password. In case these values are correct, the KW portal will show the main view to the user 
(the view will depend on the user: an administrator view to the Administrator and a KW view to 
the KW User).  
 

 
Figure 4-18 Sequence diagram of the Logging business use case. 

 
Architectural Implications  
The KW semantic portal manages the user session during its life cycle. 
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Contracts 
 
Name: requestLogIn(name, password) 
Responsibilities: Requests to log in the KW portal, with the name and password given. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Logging. 

Notes:  
Exceptions: If the name and/or password are incorrect, the user will not be 

authenticated and a message of error  will be shown. 
Preconditions:  
Postconditions:  If the name and password authenticates the user as a Portal 

Administrator, (s)he will be logged in the KW portal as it. 
 If the name and password authenticates the user as an KW User, (s)he 

will be logged in the KW portal as it. 
 
Name: showAdministratorView(view) 
Responsibilities: Shows to the user the main administrator view. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Logging. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user has logged in as a Portal Administrator.  
Postconditions: The Portal Administrator’s main view has been shown to the user. 
 
Name: showKWView(view) 
Responsibilities: Shows to the user the main KW view. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Logging. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user has logged in as a KW User. 
Postconditions: The KW main view has been shown to the user. 
 
 
4.4 Semantic Editing  
 
Description 
The Semantic Editing business use case consists of providing content to the KW semantic portal 
by allowing KW users to edit concept instances and the values of their attributes, and to connect 
such instances by means of relations, even if they belong to different ontologies. 
 
The diagram represented in Figure 4-19 shows the operations covered by the Semantic Editing 
business use case. This diagram depicts the actor that interact with this use case (KW User) and 
all the more specific use cases associated with it. 
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Figure 4-19 Use case diagram of the Semantic Editing use case. 

 
The diagram shows that the Semantic Editing subsystem will provide functions for: Instance 
Creation, Instance Editing, and Instance Removal. All of them are respectively explained in 
sections 4.4.1, 4.4.2 and 4.4.3. The second one, at the same time, breaks down in two more use 
cases: Instance Attribute Editing and Relation Instance Editing. There is also another use case 
that extends the Instance Editing use case: Move Instance (which moves an instance from one 
concept to another of the same ontology). 
 
The Semantic Editing business use case uses the Semantic Navigation Model Management use 
case to get the form interfaces, as well as the Instance Management (from the Ontology 
Repository business use case in the Ontology Server) to create, edit and remove instances and 
relations between instances.  
 
4.4.1 Instance Creation 
Description 
With this use case, the KW User can create an instance of a certain concept. 
 
Flow of events  
The flow of events of this use case is specified by the sequence diagram depicted in Figure 4-
20. When the KW User decides to create a new instance, (s)he must fill a form (provided by the 
KW semantic portal under request) with the convenient values of the attributes. Then, the KW 
portal formalizes the action by adding the new instance to the Ontology Server. 
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Figure 4-20 Sequence diagram of the Instance Creation use case. 

 
Architectural Implications  
The Ontology Server must control concurrent accesses of the information. 
 
Contracts 
 
Name: requestNewInstanceCreation(concept) 
Responsibilities: Initiates the use case Instance Creation. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Instance Creation. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a KW User. 
Postconditions: The use case Instance Creation has been initiated. 
 
Name: showNewInstanceForm() 
Responsibilities: Shows the form in blank to be filled with the information of the new 

instance.   
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Instance Creation. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a KW User. 
Postconditions: The form in blank to be filled with the information of a new instance has 

been shown to the user.   
 
Name: fillNewInstanceForm(concept, value[]) 
Responsibilities: Reports to the KW portal the information of a new instance. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Instance Creation. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a KW User. 
Postconditions: The information (contained in value[]) of a new instance of the concept 

concept has been reported to the KW portal. 
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Name: commitNewInstance(concept, value[]) 
Responsibilities: Creates a new instanceof the concept concept in the Ontology Server with 

the information given. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Instance Creation. 

Notes:  
Exceptions: If there is already an instance with that name in that concept, show a 

message explaining the error. 
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a KW User. 
Postconditions: A new instance of the concept concept has been created in the Ontology 

Server, with the data contained in the variable value[]. 
 
4.4.2 Instance Editing 
Description 
With this use case, the KW User is capable of modifying the attributes and relations of a certain 
instance. 
 
Flow of events 
The flow of events of this use case is depicted in Figure 4-21. When a KW User decides to edit 
a particular instance, the KW portal obtains the instance information from the Ontology Server, 
and then shows it to the user. This way, he now can make the convenient changes in the values 
of the instance attributes and/or relations. Finally, the KW portal stores the new information of 
the instance in the Ontology Server.  
 
When the KW User requests the moving of an instance from one concept to another of the same 
ontology, the KW portal moves it from the origin to the destination concept. 
 

 
Figure 4-21 Sequence diagram of the Instance Editing use case. 

 
Architectural Implications: None 
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Contracts 
 
Name: editInstance(attribute) 
Responsibilities: Initiates the use case Instance Editing. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Instance Editing. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a KW User. 
Postconditions: The use case Instance Editing has been initiated. 
 
Name: attributeValue[] := getInstanceAttributeValues(instance) 
Responsibilities: Obtains (from the Ontology Server) and returns the values of the attributes 

of an instance. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Instance Editing. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a KW User. 
Postconditions: The variable attributeValue[] contains the values of the attributes of the 

instance instance. 
 
Name: relationValue[] := getInstanceRelationValues(instance) 
Responsibilities: Obtains (from the Ontology Server) and returns the values of the relations 

of an instance. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Instance Editing. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a KW User. 
Postconditions: The variable relationValue[] contains the values of the relations of the 

instance instance. 
 
Name: showEditInstanceForm(attributeValues[], relationValues[]) 
Responsibilities: Shows the form containing the current information of an instance. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Instance Editing. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a KW User. 
Postconditions: The form with the information (the values of the attributes and relations) 

of an instance has been shown to the user. 
 
Name: modifyInstance(instance, newAttributeValue[], newRelationValue[]) 
Responsibilities: Reports to the KW portal the new information of an instance, according to 

the data given. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Instance Editing. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a KW User. 
Postconditions: The new values of the attributes and relations of the instance instance has 

been reported to the KW portal. 
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Name: updateInstance(instance,newAttributeValue[], newRelationValue[]) 
Responsibilities: Updates in the Ontology Server the information of an instance, according 

to the data given. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Instance Editing. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a KW User. 
Postconditions: The instance instance has been updated in the Ontology Server, according 

to newAttributeValue[], and newRelationValue[]. 
 
Name: requestMovingInstance(instance, originConcept, destinationConcept) 
Responsibilities: Requests to the KW portal the moving of an instance from one concept to 

another. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Instance Editing. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a KW User. 
Postconditions: The KW semantic portal has been requested to move instance from the 

concept originConcept to destinationConcept. 
 
Name: moveInstance(instance, originConcept, destinationConcept) 
Responsibilities: Moves an instance from one concept to another in the Ontology Server.  
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Instance Editing. 

Notes:  
Exceptions: If there is already an instance with that name in the destination concept, 

show a message explaining the error. 
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a KW User. 
Postconditions: The instance instance has been moved from the concept originConcept to 

the concept destinationConcept in the Ontology Server. 
 
 
4.4.3 Instance Removal 
Description 
This use case allows the KW user to remove an instance from an ontology. 
 
Flow of events  
The flow of events in this use case is quite simple. We can see it in Figure 4-22. First, the KW 
User requests to remove certain instance. Then, the KW portal eliminates the instance (specified 
by the KW user) from the Ontology Server. 
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Figure 4-22 Sequence diagram of the Instance Removal use case. 

 
Architectural Implications: None 
 
Contracts 
 
Name: requestInstanceRemoval(instance) 
Responsibilities: Initiates the use case Instance Removal. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Instance Removal. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a KW User. 
Postconditions: The use case Instance Removal has been initiated. 
 
Name: removeInstance(instance) 
Responsibilities: Removes an instance from the Ontology Server. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Instance Removal. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a KW User. 
Postconditions: The instance called instance is no longer in the Ontology Server. 
 
 
4.5 Semantic Browsing 
 
Description 
This business use case allows the user (KW or Guest) to navigate through the KW semantic 
portal. At the same time, it provides the appropriate views for each user and for each situation. 
The diagram depicted in Figure 4-23 describes the operations carried out in the Semantic 
Browsing function. As we said before, there are two actors: the KW User, and the Guest User.  
 
The Semantic Browsing use case includes two more use cases: Semantic Navigation and 
Semantic Visualization. Both of them use another two use cases from the Ontology Repository: 
Instance Retrieval and Conceptualization Retrieval, in order to get the instances and concepts 
from the ontologies implemented in the Ontology Server. 
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Figure 4-23 Use case diagram of the Semantic Browsing use case. 

 
4.5.1 Semantic Navigation 
Description 
With this use case the user (KW or Guest) is able to navigate semantically through the KW 
portal by clicking on the hyperlinks. Hyperlinks represent instances, relations, concepts or 
ontologies. This navigation will be restricted by the user’s permissions. 
 
Flow of events 
The flow of events of this use case is shown in Figure 4-24. When the user (Guest or KW) 
clicks on a hyperlink, (s)he is actually giving to the KW portal the current view and the 
requested action. Afterwards, the portal will look up the navigation model (which is a preloaded 
ontology, so accessing the Ontology Server is unnecessary) and return to the user the destination 
view. 
 
Although we will explain it later in section 4.9, we must mention that the navigation model is 
implemented as an ontology inside the Ontology Server. The concepts of this ontology are 
views, and the user can go from one to another by means of  “actions”. This way, when the KW 
portal requests the destination view, all it has to provide are an origin view and a certain action. 
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Figure 4-24 . Sequence diagram of the Semantic Navigation use case. 

 
Architectural Implications 
These functionalities will be provided by the KW portal. The navigation model must be loaded 
during the KW semantic portal setup. 
 
Contracts 
 
Name: requestNavigation(originView, userAction) 
Responsibilities: Requests to the KW portal the destination view, given an origin view and 

a certain action. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Semantic Navigation. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions:  
Postconditions: The use case Semantic Navigation has been initiated. 
 
Name: showGuestView(view) 
Responsibilities: Shows a certain view to the Guest User. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Semantic Navigation. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions:  
Postconditions: A certain view has been shown to the Guest User. 
 
Name: showKWView(view) 
Responsibilities: Shows a certain view to the KW User. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Semantic Navigation. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user has logged in as a KW User. 
Postconditions: A certain view has been shown to the KW User. 
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4.5.2 Semantic Visualization 
Description 
This use case provides the appropriate views for each user and for each situation, that is, 
depending on the user’s permissions and its situation in the current navigation model. 
 
The diagram depicted in Figure 4-25 describes the Semantic Visualization use case. As we can 
see, there are two types of Semantic Visualization: Guest Visualization (for Guest Users) and 
KW Visualization (for KW Users). 

 
 

Figure 4-25 Use case diagram of the Visualization use case. 
 
The Semantic Visualization also uses six use cases: Conceptualization Retrieval and Instance 
Retrieval (both from Ontology Repository) to get the visualization models, Retrieve Permissions 
(from the Permission Management use case inside the Administration business use case) to get 
the user permissions, Retrieve Instance Description (from the Instance Description use case 
inside the Administration business use case) to get the instance descriptions, and finally, 
Retrieve Order Of Attributes (from the Attribute Ordering use case inside the Administration 
business use case) to get the order of the instance attributes. 
 
Flow of events 
The flow of events of this use case is depicted in Figure 4-26. In this diagram we can see that 
the user requests the semantic visualization of a view. Then, the KW portal access the Ontology 
Server in order to obtain the info of all the ontology terms included in the view. 
Finally, the portal will show that information to the user depending on its reading permissions. 
Although the flow of events is the same for both kind of users, each one of them will use a 
different use case: while a Guest User will use the Guest Visualization, a KW User will use the 
KW Visualization.      
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Figure 4-26 Sequence diagram of the Semantic Visualization use case. 

 
Architectural Implications: None 
 
Contracts 
 
Name: requestVisualization(view) 
Responsibilities: Requests to the KW semantic portal the semantic visualization of a view. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Semantic Visualization. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions:  
Postconditions: The semantic visualization of view has been requested to the KW 

semantic portal. 
 
Name: info := getTerm(term) 
Responsibilities: Obtains (from the Ontology Server) and returns the information of a 

certain term. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Semantic Visualization. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions:  
Postconditions: The variable info contains the information of the term term. 
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Name: showRendererView(render) 
Responsibilities: Shows to the user the semantic visualization of a view. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Semantic Visualization. 

Notes:  The portal will show the information to the user depending on his 
reading permissions. 

 Each user will be given a different visualization: Guest Visualization 
for the Guest User, and KW Visualization for the KW User.      

Exceptions:  
Preconditions:  
Postconditions: The visualization of a view has been shown to the user. 
 
 
4.6 Semantic Searching  
 
Description 
This business use case implements the search engine that allows querying for information in one 
or in all the ontologies of the portal. As we can see in Figure 4-27, the Semantic Searching 
function is represented by two use cases: Search In Term Names and Search In Instance Values.  
Both of them use another two use cases: Instance Retrieval and Conceptualization Retrieval 
(from Ontology Repository in the Ontology Server) in order to get the concepts and instances 
from the ontologies implemented in the Ontology Server. 
 

 
Figure 4-27 Use case diagram of the Semantic Searching use case 

 
4.6.1 Search In Term Names 
Description 
With this use case, the search engine looks for instances or concept names that contain the 
keywords specified in the query. 
 
Flow of events 
The flow of events of this use case is depicted in Figure 4-28. First, the user (KW or Guest) 
gives a list of terms. Then, the KW portal accesses the Ontology Server in order to get the 
instances or concept names that match with the list of terms. Finally, the KW portal shows the 
result of the search to the user, and he now can access (KW and Guest Users) or edit that info 
(just KW Users).       
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Figure 4-28 Sequence diagram of the Search In Term Names use case. 

 
Architectural Implications: None 
 
Contracts 
 
Name: searchInTermNames(term[]) 
Responsibilities: Initiates the use case Search In Term Names. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Search In Term Names. 

Notes:  
Exceptions: If no terms have been introduced, show a message explaining the error. 
Preconditions:  
Postconditions: The use case Search In Term Names has been initiated. 
 
Name: matchingTerm[] := getMatchingTermNames(term[]) 
Responsibilities: Obtains (from the Ontology Server) and returns the terms that match with 

the ones given. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Search In Term Names. 

Notes:  
Exceptions: No results will be returned if terms are missing. 
Preconditions:  
Postconditions: The variable matchingTerm[] contains the list of terms that match with the 

words contained in term[]. 
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Name: showInTermsKWResult(view) 
Responsibilities: Shows to the KW User the results of a conventional search, according to 

the data given. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Search In Term Names. 

Notes:  
Exceptions: If the list of terms is empty, show a message indicating that there has been 

no matches. 
Preconditions: The user has logged in as a KW User. 
Postconditions: The results of the “in terms” search has been shown to the KW User, 

giving him the option of accessing or editing them. 
 
Name: showInTermsGuestResult(view) 
Responsibilities: Shows to the Guest User the results of a conventional search, according to 

the data given. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Search In Term Names. 

Notes:  
Exceptions: If the list of terms is empty, show a message indicating that there has been 

no matches. 
Preconditions:  
Postconditions: The results of the “in terms” search has been shown to the Guest User, 

giving him just the option of accessing them. 
 
 
4.6.2 Search In Instance Values 
Description 
The KW portal provides an advanced search function by means of a query form. The fields to be 
filled in the query form are attributes and relations taken from the ontology we are querying. 
Once the user introduces the values he is looking for, the search engine returns the instances that 
satisfy the conditions imposed in the attributes values specified in the form. 
  
Flow of events 
The flow of events of this use case is depicted in Figure 4-29. First, the KW portal gets the list 
of ontologies from the Ontology Server, with which he creates the initial advanced search form, 
showing it then to the user (Guest or KW). The user selects the ontology and the KW portal 
accesses again the Ontology Server in order to get its general attributes. This info composes the 
advanced search form, which now can be filled by the user on his own. Finally, the KW portal 
gets the matching terms from the Ontology Server and delivers the results to the user, so he can 
access (Guest and KW Users) or edit them (just KW Users).        
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Figure 4-29 Sequence diagram of the Search In Instance Values use case. 

 
Architectural Implications: None 
 
Contracts 
 
Name: searchInInstanceValues() 
Responsibilities: Initiates the use case Search In Instance Values. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Search In Instance Values. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions:  
Postconditions: The use case Search In Instance Values has been initiated. 
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Name: ontology[] := getOntologyList() 
Responsibilities: Obtains (from the Ontology Server) and returns the list containing the 

names of all the ontologies stored in the Ontology Server. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Add Ontology Publication. 
Use case Remove Ontology Publication. 
Use case Search In Instance Values. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions:  
Postconditions: The variable ontology[]  contains the list of the names of all the ontologies 

of the Ontology Server.  
 
Name: showInitialAdvancedSearchForm(ontology[]) 
Responsibilities: Shows the form with the list of ontologies, from which the user should 

select one of them. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Search In Instance Values. 

Notes:  
Exceptions: If the list is empty, show a message explaining that there are no ontologies 

stored in the Ontology Server. 
Preconditions:  
Postconditions: The advanced search form with the list of the ontologies has been shown 

to the user. 
 
Name: retrieveOntologyAttributes(ontology) 
Responsibilities: Requests to the KW portal the attributes of an ontology. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Search In Instance Values. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions:  
Postconditions: The attributes of ontology has been requested to the KW portal. 
 
Name: attribute[] := getOntologyAttributes(ontology) 
Responsibilities: Obtains (from the Ontology Server) and returns the list of the attributes of 

an ontology. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Search In Instance Values. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions:  
Postconditions: The variable attribute[] contains all the attributes of the ontology 

ontology. 
 
Name: showAdvancedSearchForm(attribute[]) 
Responsibilities: Shows to the user the form containing the fields in blank related to the 

attributes of an ontology. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Search In Instance Values. 

Notes:  
Exceptions: If the list is empty, show a message explaining that the ontology has no 

attributes. 
Preconditions:  
Postconditions: The form (with the fields in blank) related to the attributes of an ontology 

has been shown to the user.    
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Name: fillAdvancedSearchForm(value[]) 
Responsibilities: Reports to the KW portal the values of the attributes to be searched in the 

Ontology Server. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Search In Instance Values. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions:  
Postconditions: The advanced search form has been filled and its values has been reported 

to the KW portal. 
 
Name: term[] := getAdvancedMatchingTerms(ontology,value[]) 
Responsibilities: Obtains (from the Ontology Server) and returns the terms of an ontology 

that match with the values of the attributes given. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Search In Instance Values. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions:  
Postconditions: The variable term[] contains the list of the terms of the ontology ontology 

that match with the values of the attributes represented in value[]. 
 
Name: showKWSearchResults(term[]) 
Responsibilities: Shows to the KW User the results of a search, according to the data given. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Search In Instance Values. 

Notes:  
Exceptions: If the list is empty, show a message indicating that there has been no 

matches. 
Preconditions: The user has logged in as a KW User. 
Postconditions: The results of the search has been shown to the KW User, giving him/her 

the option of accessing or editing them. 
 
Name: showGuestSearchResults(term[]) 
Responsibilities: Shows to the Guest User the results of a search, due to the data given. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Search In Instance Values. 

Notes:  
Exceptions: If the list is empty, show a message indicating that there has been no 

matches. 
Preconditions:  
Postconditions: The results of the search has been shown to the Guest User, giving him 

just the option of accessing them. 
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4.7 Semantic Content Visualization 
 
This business use case allows a Software Agent to obtain the semantic visualization of a concept 
or instance in a certain semantic web language (OWL or RDF). 
 
4.7.1 Content Generation in Semantic Web Languages  
Description 
This use case allows a Software Agent to obtain the semantic visualization of a concept or 
instance in a certain semantic web language. At this point, there are two languages supported by 
the KW semantic portal: OWL [Dean and Schreiber, 2003] and RDF [Lassila and Swick, 1999]. 
Therefore, as we can see in Figure 4-30, the Content Generation in Semantic Web Languages 
function breaks down in two use cases: OWL Translation and RDF(S) Translation.  
 

 
 

Figure 4-30 Use case diagram of the Content Generation in  

Semantic Web Languages use case 

 

4.7.1.1 OWL Translation 
Description 
With this use case, the user can get OWL code of concepts and instances, for what it is divided 
in two more use cases: the OWL Ontology Translation and the OWL Instance Translation.  
They are clearly explained in sections 4.7.1.1.1 and 4.7.1.1.2 respectively. Both of them use 
Export OWL (from the Ontology Repository).  
 

4.7.1.1.1 OWL Ontology Translation 

Flow of events 
The flow of events for this use case is shown in Figure 4-31. When the Software Agent requests 
the OWL visualization of an ontology, the KW portal imports it from the Ontology Server and 
returns the code to the Software Agent.    
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Figure 4-31 Sequence diagram of the OWL Ontology Translation use case. 

 
Architectural Implications: None 
 
Contracts 
 
Name: requestOWLOntologyTranslation(ontology) 
Responsibilities: Requests the OWL code of an ontology. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case OWL Ontology Translation. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions:  
Postconditions: The OWL code of the ontology ontology has been requested to the KW 

portal.  
 
Name: OWLCode := importOWLOntologyTranslation(ontology) 
Responsibilities: Obtains (from the Ontology Server) and returns the OWL code of an 

ontology.  
Crossed 
References: 

Use case OWL Ontology Translation. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions:  
Postconditions: The variable OWLCode contains the OWL code of ontology. 
 
Name: giveOWLTranslation(OWLCode) 
Responsibilities: Gives a certain OWL code to the user. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case OWL Ontology Translation. 
Use case OWL Instance Translation. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions:  
Postconditions: The OWL code contained in the variable has been shown to the user. 
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4.7.1.1.2 OWL Instance Translation 

Flow of events 
The flow of events for this use case is shown in Figure 4-32. When the Software Agent requests  
presenting a list of instances in OWL, the KW portal imports them from the Ontology Server 
and returns the code to the Software Agent.    
 

 
Figure 4-32 Sequence diagram of the OWL Instance Translation use case. 

 
Architectural Implications: None 
 
Contracts 
 
Name: requestOWLInstanceTranslation(instance[]) 
Responsibilities: Requests the RDF code of a list of instances that follows an OWL 

ontology. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case OWL Instance Translation. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions:  
Postconditions: The RDF code of the list of instances has been requested to the KW portal.
 
Name: OWLCode := exportOWLInstanceTranslation(instance[]) 
Responsibilities: Obtains (from the Ontology Server) and returns the OWL code of a list of 

instances. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case OWL Instance Translation. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions:  
Postconditions: The variable OWLCode contains the OWL code of the list of instances. 
 
Name: giveOWLTranslation(RDFCode) 
Responsibilities: Gives a certain RDF code to the user. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case OWL Ontology Translation. 
Use case OWL Instance Translation. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions:  
Postconditions: The RDF code contained in the variable has been shown to the user. 
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4.7.1.2 RDF(S) Translation 
Description 
With this other use case, users can get the RDF(S) code for ontology concepts and instances. 
Therefore, there are two use cases that implement the two functionalities. As we saw in Figure 
4-30, both  use another use case from the Ontology Repository: Export RDFS. 
 

4.7.1.2.1 RDFS Ontology Visualization 

Flow of events 
The flow of events of this use case is shown in Figure 4-33. When the Software Agent requests 
an RDFS code, the KW portal imports it from the Ontology Server and returns the code to the 
Software Agent.    
 

 
Figure 4-33 Sequence diagram of the RDFS Ontology Translation use case. 

 

Architectural Implications: None 
 
Contracts 
 
Name: requestRDFSOntologyTranslation(ontology) 
Responsibilities: Requests the RDF code of an ontology. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case RDFS Ontology Translation. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions:  
Postconditions: The RDFS code of the ontology ontology has been requested to the KW 

portal. 
 
Name: RDFSCode := exportRDFSOntologyTranslation(ontology) 
Responsibilities: Obtains (from the Ontology Server) and returns the RDFS code of an 

ontology. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case RDFS Ontology Translation. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions:  
Postconditions: The variable RDFSCode contains the RDF code of ontology. 
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Name: giveRDFSTranslation(RDFSCode) 
Responsibilities: Gives a certain RDFS code to the user. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case RDFS Ontology Translation. 
 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions:  
Postconditions: The RDFS code contained in the variable has been shown to the user. 
 

4.7.1.2.2 RDF Instance Translation 

Flow of events 
The flow of events for this use case is shown in Figure 4-34. When the Software Agent requests 
the RDF visualization of an instance, the KW portal imports it from the Ontology Server and 
returns the code to the Software Agent.    
 

 
Figure 4-34 Sequence diagram of the RDF Instance Translation use case. 

 
Architectural Implications: None 
 
Contracts 
 
Name: requestRDFInstanceTranslation(instance[]) 
Responsibilities: Requests the RDF code of a list of instances. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case RDF Instance Translation. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions:  
Postconditions: The RDF code of the list of instances has been requested to the KW portal.
 
Name: RDFCode := exportRDFInstanceTranslation(instance[]) 
Responsibilities: Obtains (from the Ontology Server) and returns the RDFS code of a list of 

instances. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case RDF Instance Translation. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions:  
Postconditions: The variable RDFCode contains the RDF code of the list of instances. 
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Name: giveRDFTranslation (RDFCode) 
Responsibilities: Gives a certain RDF code to the user. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case RDF Instance Translation. 
 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions:  
Postconditions: The RDF code contained in the variable has been shown to the user. 
  
 
4.8 Interoperability 
 
Description 
The Interoperability use case provides functions for exporting internal content and importing 
data from an External Semantic Information Source. Both functionalities have two types of 
execution: batch mode and runtime mode. Batch mode executes iteratively at the frequency 
indicated by the user. Runtime mode executes just once, at the moment of the request. As we 
see in Figure 4-35, there are two use cases that represents the two functionalities, and will be 
explained in sections 4.8.1 and 4.8.2.  
 
First, we have the Import Resource use case, which breaks down in three: Import FOAF, Import 
Ontoweb, and Import BibTeX . All of them use the External Semantic Information Source (from 
where the data should be imported), and the Import Ontology use case from the Ontology 
Repository. The only actor with permission for importing resources is the Portal Administrator.  
 
Then, there is the Export Content, which breaks down in three use cases: Export FOAF, Export 
Ontoweb and Export BibTeX. It also uses two use cases from the Ontology Repository: Export 
OWL and Export RDF(S). Both KW Users and Guest Users are capable of exporting content.  
 
Given that the KW semantic portal can import/export content from/to Ontoweb Portal, FOAF, 
and BibTeX  Resources, there will be three kinds of wrappers, one for each one of them. 
 

 
 

Figure 4-35 Use case diagram of the Interoperability use case. 
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4.8.1 Import Resource 
Description 
With this use case, the user is capable of importing an external resource. The Portal 
Administrator will provide the location of the external resource and the import mode. If this is 
batch mode, the user should also provide the frequency of the import. Then, the appropriate 
wrapper will translate the data (from Ontoweb, FOAF or BibTeX) to an ontology that follows 
the WebODE Knowledge Representation Model and use the Import Ontology services if needed 
(in case of RDF(S) and OWL external resources).As we see in Figure 4-35, it uses the Ontology 
Management use case in order to retrieve concepts and instances from the Ontology Server. 
 
Flow of events 
The flow of events of this use case is depicted in Figure 4-36. First, the Portal Administrator 
initiates the importation by adding an external resource to the KW portal. He provides the 
location of that resource, the import mode (batch or runtime) and the wrapper to be used in the 
translation. If the user has selected batch mode, the KW Portal will import the data at the 
frequency provided. If he has selected runtime mode, the portal will import just once, in the 
moment of the request.  
 
The real importation is made by the KW portal, as we see in the second operation, in which it 
retrieves the data from the External Semantic Information Source. Then, internally, the wrapper 
will translate it into an ontology that follows the WebODE Knowledge Representation Model. 
 

 
Figure 4-36 Sequence diagram of the Import Resource use case. 

 
Architectural Implications 
The importation on batch mode implies to create a scheduler of the tasks to be imported. 
 
Contracts 
Name: addExternalResouce(location, [frequency | runtime], wrapper) 
Responsibilities: Adds an external resource to the KW portal, providing its location, the 

import mode (batch or runtime) and the wrapper to be used in the 
translation. 

Crossed 
References: 

Use case Import Resource. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The external resource (from location) has been added to the KW portal, in 

batch or runtime mode, and using the wrapper wrapper for the translation. 
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Name: resource := retrieveExternalResource() 
Responsibilities: Retrieves the data from an External Semantic Information Source. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Import Resource. 

Notes:  If batch mode, this operation will execute with the frequency 
indicated. 

 If runtime mode, this operation will execute just at this moment. 
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The variable resource contains the data of the External Semantic 

Information Source.  
 
Name: import(ontology, resource) 
Responsibilities: Imports a resource from an ontology of the Ontology Server. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Import Resource. 

Notes:  If batch mode, this operation will execute with the frequency 
indicated. 

 If runtime mode, this operation will execute just at this moment. 
Exceptions:  
Preconditions: The user is logged in as a Portal Administrator. 
Postconditions: The variable resource contains the resource imported from the ontology 

ontology.  
 
 
4.8.2 Export Content 
Description 
With this use case, the Guest User is capable of exporting a certain content to the outside. The 
Guest User will provide the location of the internal resource and the export mode. If this is 
batch mode, the Guest User should also provide the frequency of the export. Then, the 
appropriate wrapper will translate the data (from an ontology that follows the WebODE 
Knowledge Representation Model) to Ontoweb, FOAF or BibTeX formats.  
 
Flow of events 
The flow of events of this use case is quite simple, as we see in Figure 4-37. There is just one 
operation, initiated by the KW User or by the Guest User, that requests to export internal 
content, in batch or runtime mode, and using a certain wrapper for the translation. If the user has 
selected batch mode, the KW portal will export the data at the frequency provided. If he has 
selected runtime mode, the portal will export just once, in the moment of the request. Therefore, 
the wrapper will internally translate the internal content to the supported language. 
 
It is important to mention the fact that the KW portal does not interact here with an external 
actor, it just supplies information (keeping it internally in a certain language) that may be 
retrieved by somebody external. 
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Figure 4-37 Sequence diagram of the Export Content use case. 

 
Architectural Implications: None 
 
Contracts 
 
Name: exportInternalContent(location, [frequency | runtime], wrapper) 
Responsibilities: Requests the export of internal content, in batch or runtime mode, and 

using a certain wrapper for the translation. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Export Content. 

Notes: If the user (KW or Guest) has selected batch mode, the KW portal will 
take frequency as the frecuency of the execution. 

Exceptions:  
Preconditions:  
Postconditions: The KW portal has exported an internal content (from location) in batch 

or runtime mode, and using the wrapper wrapper for the translation. 
 
 
4.9 Semantic Navigation Model Management 
Description 
The Semantic Navigation Model Management use case allows the Web Designer to manage the 
navigation models. A navigation model is implemented as an ontology inside the Ontology 
Server. It may be seen as an state diagram, in which the states are represented by concepts of the 
ontology (which actually are views), and the transitions between states are defined by relations 
between concepts (which actually are actions between different views). This way, each view has 
a name, description, precondition to be accomplished to retrieve the view and its location 
(URL). All these attributes are represented as concept attributes (class attributes) of the views.  
 
The Semantic Navigation Model Management provides the following functionalities: add, 
update and remove a navigation model. As we can see in Figure 4-38, the Semantic Navigation 
Model Management only uses another use case, Conceptualization Management from the 
Ontology Repository.  
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Figure 4-38 Use case diagram of the Semantic Navigation Model Management use case. 

 
As we said before, this use case is in charge of managing the navigation models implemented in 
the KW portal. A navigation model allows the user to navigate correctly through the portal. It is 
important to mention that we have decided to implement the navigation model together with all 
its views, so we have also modelled the navigation model as an ontology which is stored inside 
the Ontology Server. This way, changes to be done to any navigation model will mean accessing 
to the Ontology Server to modify the corresponding ontology. 
 
Flow of events  
The flow of events of this use case is specified by the sequence diagram depicted in Figure 4-
39. There we can see that the Web Designer can decide whether to create, update or remove a 
navigation model. 
 
Therefore, when creating a navigation model, the KW semantic portal must access the Ontology 
Server in order to create a new ontology, and the concepts and relations indicated by the user as 
values.  
 
The same happens when updating a navigation model. The KW Portal must access the Ontology 
Server in order to update the name of an existing ontology, or its concepts and relations as 
indicated by the values provided by the Web Designer.  
 
Finally, when the Web Designer decides to remove a navigation model, the only thing the KW 
portal must do is remove the ontology from the Ontology Server. 
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Figure 4-39 Sequence diagram of the Semantic Navigation Model Management use case. 

 
Architectural Implications: None 
 
Contracts 
 
Name: createNavigation(navOntologyName, value[]) 
Responsibilities: Creates a new navigation model in the KW portal. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Semantic Navigation Model Management. 

Notes:  
Exceptions: If there is already a navigation model with that name, show a message 

explaining the error. 
Preconditions:  
Postconditions: A new navigation model called navOntologyName has been created in the 

KW portal with the data contained in value[]. 
 
Name: createOntology(navOntologyName) 
Responsibilities: Creates an ontology in the Ontology Server. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Semantic Navigation Model Management. 

Notes: The navigation model is implemented as an ontology inside the Ontology 
Server. 

Exceptions: If there is already an ontology with that name in the Ontology Server, 
show a message explaining the error. 

Preconditions:  
Postconditions: A new ontology called navOntologyName has been created in the 

Ontology Server. 
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Name: createConcept(navOntologyName, conceptName) 
Responsibilities: Creates a new concept in a certain ontology of the Ontology Server. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Semantic Navigation Model Management. 

Notes: The navigation model is implemented as an ontology inside the Ontology 
Server. 

Exceptions: If there is already a concept with that name in that ontology, show a 
message explaining the error. 

Preconditions:  
Postconditions: A concept called conceptName has been created in the ontology 

navOntologyName. 
 
Name: createRelation(navOntologyName, relName, originConcept, 

destinationConcept) 
Responsibilities: Creates a new relation in a certain ontology of the Ontology Server. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Semantic Navigation Model Management. 

Notes: The navigation model is implemented as an ontology inside the Ontology 
Server. 

Exceptions: If there is already a relation with that name in that ontology, show a 
message explaining the error. 

Preconditions:  
Postconditions: A relation called relName has been created in the ontology 

newOntologyName, from the concept originConcept to 
destinationConcept. 

 
Name: updateNavigation(navOntologyName, value[]) 
Responsibilities: Updates a navigation model in the Knowledge Web Portal. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Semantic Navigation Model Management. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions:  
Postconditions: The navigation model navOntologyName has been updated in the KW 

portal with the data contained in value[]. 
 
Name: updateOntology(navOntologyName) 
Responsibilities: Updates an ontology in the Ontology Server. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Semantic Navigation Model Management. 

Notes: The navigation model is implemented as an ontology inside the Ontology 
Server. 

Exceptions:  
Preconditions:  
Postconditions: The ontology navOntologyName has been updated. 
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Name: updateConcept(navOntologyName, conceptName) 
Responsibilities: Updates a concept in a certain ontology of the Ontology Server. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Semantic Navigation Model Management. 

Notes: The navigation model is implemented as an ontology inside the Ontology 
Server. 

Exceptions:  
Preconditions:  
Postconditions: The concept called conceptName has been updated in the ontology 

navOntologyName. 
 
Name: updateRelation(navOntologyName, relName, conceptOrigin, 

conceptDestination) 
Responsibilities: Updates a relation in a certain ontology of the Ontology Server. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Semantic Navigation Model Management. 

Notes: The navigation model is implemented as an ontology inside the Ontology 
Server. 

Exceptions:  
Preconditions:  
Postconditions: The relation called relName has been updated in the ontology 

newOntologyName, from the concept originConcept to 
destinationConcept. 

 
Name: removeNavigation(navOntologyName) 
Responsibilities: Removes a navigation model from the KW portal. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Semantic Navigation Model Management. 

Notes:  
Exceptions:  
Preconditions:  
Postconditions: The navigation model navOntologyName is no longer in the KW portal.  
 
Name: removeOntology(navOntologyName) 
Responsibilities: Removes an ontology from the Ontology Server. 
Crossed 
References: 

Use case Semantic Navigation Model Management. 

Notes: The navigation model is implemented as an ontology inside the Ontology 
Server. 

Exceptions:  
Preconditions:  
Postconditions: The ontology navOntologyName is no longer in the Ontology Server.  
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4.10  Web Designing 
Description 
As we see in Figure 4-40, there is only one actor interacting with this use case. It allows the 
Web Designer to create views with his designing tools and deploy them manually in the KW 
portal.  
 

 
 

Figure 4-40 Use case diagram of the Web Designing use case 

 
Therefore, ODESeW will not provide tools for the designing of views.  
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5 Analysis 
 
The Analysis activity is intended to obtain a high-level system architecture. The main functional 
blocks and their interactions are identified on this phase. This phase is comprised of the 
following activities:  
 

 Integration Environment, for describing the platforms needed to run the KW 
Semantic Portal. 

 Software Architecture, for describing the main elements that comprise the software 
architecture system.  

 UML class and sequence diagrams, for detailing the sequence diagrams including the 
identification of classes and their methods.  

 
This section only contains the first two points of this phase: the integration environment (section 
5.1) and the software architecture (section 5.2). 
 
5.1 Integration environment  
 
In this section we will describe the hardware and software platforms needed to run the KW 
Semantic Portal.  
 
5.1.1 Description of the target integration platform  
The platform that will be used for the integration is the following:  

• Hardware:    
 Pentium IV 2.4 Ghz    
 512Mb of RAM  

• Software:    
 Windows 2000  
 Professional. Service Pack 3  
 J2SDK 1.4.1_031   
 J2SDKEE 1.3.12

  
 Apache Ant 1.5.13

  
 AXIS4

  
 Resin 2.15

  
 Oracle 8.0.5  
 Log4J 1.2.86

  
 JUnit 3.8.17

  
 ActivePerl 5.6.1 build for MSWin32-x86-multithread8

    
 Red Hat Linux 99

  
 WebODE 

 
 
 
 
_______________________________________ 
 

1http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.4.1/download.html  
2http://java.sun.com/j2ee/1.3/download.html  
3http://ant.apache.org/  
4http://ws.apache.org/axis/  
5http://www.caucho.com/download/index.xtp  
6http://jakarta.apache.org/log4j/docs/index.html  
7http://www.junit.org/index.htm  
8http://www.activestate.com/Products/ActivePerl/  
9http://www.redhat.com/  
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5.2 Software architecture 
 
ODESeW has been built in the framework of WebODE, a scalable ontology engineering 
workbench that gives support to the ontology building methodology METHONTOLOGY.  
 
As shown in Figure 5-1, the KW semantic portal is one of the two main front-end applications 
of the WebODE workbench. The other one is the WebODE ontology editor, which integrates all 
the ontology editing and management functions of the platform. 
 

 
Figure 5-1. KW Portal architecture 

  
WebODE is platform-independent, since it is completely implemented in Java. To allow 
scalability and easy extensibility, it is supported by an application server, so that services can be 
easily created and integrated in the workbench by means of a management console. One 
important advantage of using this application server is that it allows deciding which users or 
user groups may access each of the services of the workbench.  
 
The figure also shows the most relevant services currently available in the WebODE 
workbench. The core of the WebODE’s ontology development services are: the cache, 
consistency and axiom services, and the ontology access service (ODE API), which defines an 
API for accessing WebODE ontologies. One of the main advantages of this architecture is that 
these services can be accessed remotely from any other application or any other instance of the 
WebODE workbench.  
 
Furthermore, ontologies are stored in a relational database, so they can manage huge ontologies 
quite efficiently. And it is also easily extensible, so that the database manager can be changed, 
or any backend system can be plugged in the bottom of the architecture. Finally, WebODE also 
provides backup management functions for the ontologies stored in the server.  
 
The figure shows that the import, export and evaluation services are running on top of the 
ontology access service. These services import ontologies from XML, RDF(S) and OWL, to 
WebODE; and export ontologies from WebODE to XML, RDF(S) and OWL.  
 
Once described the main characteristics of the WebODE workbench, we will proceed to 
describe the services used by the ODESeW application. To implement ODESeW, we have built 
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three more services on top of the ODE API, as shown in the right of the figure: ODESearch, 
permission and SeW.  
 

• ODESearch allows querying the WebODE ontologies, by means of keywords or using the 
attributes of the ontology concepts as templates, as will be explained in section 3.3.  

 
• The permission service is in charge of managing security in the access to the concepts, 

instances and attributes of the ontologies. It will manage both read and write access permissions 
to the content stored.  

 
• SeW gives support to the administration functions of the ODESeW application. It allows 

selecting which ontologies will be published in the portal, which types of users can access it 
(administrators, guest users, etc.), how instances in the ontology will be visualized in the portal, 
etc. These functions are described in section 3.4.  

 
There are many advantages of having built ODESeW on top of the WebODE workbench. First 
of all, ODESeW can use any of the WebODE workbench services. For example, with the 
ontology import services we can import other ontologies in the workbench, and these new 
ontologies can be easily selected for publication in the KW semantic portal. Consequently, we 
can create a complete new knowledge portal (including its Intranet and its Extranet) in a very 
short period of time.  
 
Another advantage is that we can edit any of the ontologies published with ODESeW using the 
WebODE ontology editor, and observe at run-time the modifications in the knowledge portal, 
which means that there is auto-synching of the portal with respect to the ontology.  
 

 

6 Conclusions 
 
In this deliverable we have presented the Business Model, the Requirement Analysis Model and 
part of the Analysis phase of the Knowledge Web Semantic Portal 
(http://knowledgeweb.semanticweb.org). In order to achieve these activities, we have followed 
the Rational Unified Process methodology (RUP) [Kruchten, 99], defined in Section 2. 
 
In the Business Model (Section 3) we have identified the actors that interact with the KW portal, 
the business use cases that represent its functionalities and finally, the business object model, in 
which we describe separately the ODESeW objects and the WebODE’s ones.  
 
The Requirement Analysis Model (Section 4) defines the detailed requirement specification of 
the ODESeW technology, according to the main groups of functions identified in the former 
section. 
 
Finally, in Section 5, we have carried out the first two points of the Analysis phase: the 
integration environment and the software architecture. 
 
 
 
 

http://knowledgeweb.semanticweb.org/
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